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ABSTRACT 

Reliable measurement of student capability for a skill allows 

educators to verify student mastery. A major part of a physician's 

ability to gather information involves patient interviewing, and 

instruction of this skill is a substantial portion of a medical 

curriculum. Since 1974, the University of Arizona College of Medicine 

(UACOM) has employed patient-instructors (Pis), lay persons who function 

in the roles of patient and teacher for training of interview skills in 

the Preparation for Clinical Medicine (PCM) program. Pis provide "real" 

patient-interview experiences and immediate feedback to the students. 

The PCM program currently has four topic areas: Adult, Pediatric, 

Geriatric, and Psychiatric. The Arizona Clinical Interview Rating 

(ACIR) Scale was developed in 1976 to measure the technical performance 

aspects of interviewing. This study was undertaken to determine 

reliability of the ACIR. Two intact classes of second-year medical 

students were combined into a study sample of 171 subjects. Estimates 

of internal-consistency reliability were determined for the ACIR scale 

for each topic area, using Cronbach's coefficient alpha; those alpha 

values are .78 for ACIR-A (Adult), .62 for ACIR-G (Geriatric), .73 for 

ACIR-P (Pediatric), and .54 for ACIR-Ps (Psychiatric). Implications of 

the results are discussed and suggestions made for the continued 

application of the ACIR Scale. 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

Medical students should acquire a constellation of capabilities 

in five categories to perform adequately as a physician. These 

essential qualifications are a discipline-specific knowledge base, 

problem-solving ability, a set of appropriate attitudes, clinical 

judgement aptitude, and data acquisition ability. Data acquisition 

ability is one of the earlier skills developed in the medical student 

and issues related to its measurement and evaluation are the focus of 

the research presented in this thesis. 

A major part of a physician's ability to gather information 

involves clinical skills, such as physical examination, patient 

interviewing, and thorough record keeping and data documentation. 

Instruction in these skills is a substantial part of a medical school's 

clinical curriculum. The present study encompasses specific and 

practical issues related to the general problem of a methodology for 

teaching and subsequently measuring and evaluating the skills of medical 

students in conducting medical interviews and extracting thorough 

patient history information. 

Most first-year medical students should probably be able to conduct 

an interview, obtaining information about the patient, condition, and 

complaint. Untrained students would not be thorough in their 

questioning, or knowledgeable about formal questioning technique, and 

beyond common medical conditions would probably be unfamiliar with the 

types of important information to obtain from a patient. 
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Since 1974, the University of Arizona College of Medicine (UACOM) 

has employed simulated patients in its clinical medicine curriculum. 

These Patient-Instructors (Pis) are lay persons who function in the 

role of patient and teacher for training for interview skills in the 

Preparation for Clinical Medicine (PCM) program. The Pis provide 

feedback to the students about their demonstrated interview skills and 

the amount of information developed during an interview. Each PI is 

trained and prepared to present a case to students. Relevant elements 

of their own factual medical and personal background are included in a 

history checklist, which the PI uses to assess how much pertinent 

information is uncovered by a student. 

The Arizona Clinical Interview Rating Scale (ACIR) was developed 

at the UACOM in 1976 to measure the technical performance aspects of 

interviewing (Stillman, Sabers, & Redfield). The ACIR is designed to 

help the Pis in assessing and evaluating how well medical students carry 

out interviews. Members of the faculty of the UACOM PCM program use the 

PI evaluations to assign two scores to student performance during 

interview skills training. The amount of information a student elicits 

from a PI is scored as interview content, and the manner in which the 

information is developed is scored as interview performance. The 

present study was designed to evaluate the reliability of one portion of 

this scoring procedure, the ACIR Scale. 

Reliability and validity, taken together, determine the value of 

a measurement instrument in an instructional setting. Validity, whether 

a test measures what it is intended to measure, is limited by 
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reliability, the precision and consistency with which a test measures 

what it is measuring. From a psychometric perspective, an observed test 

score is only an estimate of a hypothetical true score. This estimate 

contains an error component in its deviation from a true score. The 

assessment of reliability involves quantifying error, the amount of 

deviation from the true score. Reliability, as a characteristic of a 

set of scores, has several interpretations, depending on context and 

specific derivation. Internal consistency of a test, as one 

interpretation of reliability, is employed to determine homogeneity of 

items on a test, whether items are measuring a single psychological 

characteristic, trait, or construct. When items are homogeneous, a test 

may more precisely assess a specific construct. Reliability, because it 

limits the maximum validity an instrument can obtain, is critical in 

test score interpretation. 

Alterations in physical form, changes in the breadth and/or depth 

of content coverage, use by different people, and application to 

qualitatively different populations all may influence statistical 

properties of a test instrument, and contribute to the need and 

rationale for the present study. First, the ACIR has been periodically 

updated since its first use (new items, revised items, etc.). Second, 

the original scale has been adapted for use in multiple topic areas 

within the clinical curriculum at the UACOM. Third, characteristics of 

students accepted for study at the UACOM have changed since the 

introduction of the ACIR. Finally, new Pis are using this instrument, 

with different conditions and within the context of current trends in 
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medical education. These factors may have influenced the psychometric 

characteristics of the ACIR. Recalibration is practical and, if changes 

in instrument reliability are detected, could prove useful to medical 

educators. 

The purpose of this study was to determine the internal consistency 

of the present adaptations of the ACIR, using the current student 

population, addressing qualities of the sample and scales which account 

for the findings, attempting to establish that the ACIR remains an 

appropriate assessment instrument for the UACOM PCM program, and making 

recommendations regarding continued application. An estimate of 

reliability for the ACIR used in each of the four current topic areas of 

PCM was established using Cronbach's coefficient, alpha (Cronbach, 1951). 

Changes in the form and content of the ACIR are addressed. Differences 

between a current population of medical students and those of the 

initial validation study are considered. Literature pertaining to 

simulated patient instruction and the UACOM PCM PI program, and to 

important issues relevant to psychometric theory, is discussed. 
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CHAPTER II 

Background and Literature Review - Patient Instructors 

Skill in interviewing, a component of clinical ability, is 

necessary for a physician to function effectively. Since practice 

facilitates learning a skill, it is desirable to have medical students 

conduct interviews to learn and refine their ability. Ensuring that 

medical students receive an adequate opportunity to develop such 

skills is achieved, in the UACOM PCM program, through simulated 

patient encounters. This pedagogic technique is a sound methodology for 

teaching and evaluating this process in a medical curriculum. The 

literature review which follows highlights the history, justification, 

and development of simulation in medical education, and notes how PI 

simulation became incorporated into the UACOM PCM curriculum and the 

methods developed for measuring it. 

Historical Origins of Simulated Patients 

Barrows (1964) suggested introducing medical students to clinical 

patient care be managed through simulated patient encounters. He 

contended that "programmed (sic) patients" could be available when 

required, provide predetermined consistent presentations, and tolerate 

repeated examinations. After using actresses to simulate neurology 

patients for three years, Barrows reported simulation as effective 

because it "is controlled, ...free from unexpected or unknown 

variables," and student behavior "can be recorded and evaluated relative 

to performances by other students and the goals of the teacher" (1968, 

p. 674). In addition to reaffirming advantages claimed earlier, he 
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noted an additional three: the embarrassment and comfort of the both 

patient and student are appropriately controlled; reactions of the 

simulated patient do not interfere with full disclosure of the condition 

and prognosis; and, the simulators were capable of objective reporting 

on the student's interview related skills. 

Heifer and Hess (1970) also reported attempts to standardize 

instruction and evaluation of medical interviewing. Because wide 

variability in ward patients made objective measurements difficult, 

they adapted simulated patients to pediatric clinical situations by 

training wives of medical students to portray "mothers" with a 

seriously ill child. 

"It is not always possible, and indeed not appropriate, for 

beginning medical students to practice their first tentative clinical 

skills on real patients" as an initial exposure to interviewing; a 

program combining actors and actresses as simulated patients with 

videotape review provided first-year medical students at Michigan 

State University with the "genuinely challenging task of establishing 

a relationship with and deriving information from" a patient (Jason, 

Kagan, Werner, Elstein, & Thomas, 1971, p. 1405). This instruction 

allowed the students to acquire adequate interview skills comfortably 

and appropriately acclimated them to the real clinical environment. 

Development and Rationale for Simulation 

Incorporating simulated patients into a clinical curriculum has 

broader implications than introducing medical students to interviewing 

skills. Heifer (1970) found senior and freshman medical students 
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obtained substantively different information during medical 

interviews. Using simulators to standardize content allowed direct 

assessments of variability of interviewer skill levels and retrieval 

of factual information. Standard presentations by simulated patients 

were also used in demonstrating the critical nature of decisions 

regarding timing of interview skills training (Heifer & Ealy, 1972). 

Relegating interview skills training to specific disciplines was 

problematic because the specialist instructors "too often concentrated 

on isolated aspects of the interview, as opposed to the overall -

process," (Dobbs & Carek, 1972, p. 275). This pitfall can be avoided by 

establishing simulations which involve consistently presented content-

specific material. 

The credibility of an interview experience with a simulated 

patient was also of concern. It seems logical that learning 

interviewing skills would be independent of content area, but a 

medical student might approach a simulator differently than a real 

patient thereby learning a different skill. Heifer, Black, and 

Teitelbaum (1975) demonstrated that there were no significant 

differences between simulators and actual patients for measures of 

information gathered and student approach strategies. They concluded 

the simulated patient provides a valid interview experience. 

Medical faculty involvement and reliability of evaluations not 

carried out by physicians were additional considerations. Instruction 

in clinical skills is a time-consuming process. It could interfere with 

faculty research and basic science content instruction if allowed to 



expand. Heifer, Black, and Heifer (1975, p. 1053), In discussing their 

program at Michigan State University, noted: 

The implementation of a learning experience to teach 110 
third-year medical students the skill of gathering data 
from a mother about her child, while the student also 
develops good rapport, presents some difficult logistical 
and faculty teaching-load problems. If one wishes to teach 
a skill, the student must be observed and trained while 
performing this skill. Carrying this concept to its logical 
conclusion, the increased teacher-student contact...amounted 
to 400 to 500 hours per year.... It was literally impossible 
to increase physician faculty time by this amount, and new 
faculty members were not available. 

Evaluations of interviewing skill traditionally were conducted by 

a third party, which required a large contribution of faculty 

physician time, and which introduced additional problems. An 

interview between a student and a patient was videotaped and later 

viewed by an experienced clinician, or, an experienced physician 

actually viewed the interview (through a two-way mirror or in the 

examination room) and made assessments. More efficient use of time 

and personnel is desirable (Anderson & Meyer, 1979; Stillman, Ruggill, 

Rutala, & Sabers, 1980). In addition to the delay in providing 

feedback to students regarding their performance, second-hand 

observations are also prone to rating errors. Practitioners and 

authors have indicated concerns with these methodologies for 

instruction in this skill for various reasons: the inability of the 

observer to assess adequately whether a maneuver is properly or 

thoroughly performed; subjective assessment of skill level; the 

influence of the presence of the observer; lack of objective and 

reliable criteria for these evaluations; unavailability of intrarater 
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and interrater reliabilities; inefficient monitoring of student 

progress; scheduling difficulties; and others (Anderson & Meyer, 1979; 

Laguna & Stillman, 1978; Rutala, Stillman, & Sabers, 1981; Stillman & 

Kettel, 1979; Stillman, Ruggill, & Sabers, 1978). Teaching a single 

individual to be both the observer of a particular interview maneuver 

and evaluator of the skill level involved may decrease observer errors 

in this process. 

These studies support the concept of patient simulations as an 

effective methodology for instruction in and evaluation of medical 

interview skills. A mock patient encounter is standardized, direct 

and "hands-on". Feedback is immediate and free of biases due to 

indirect observation or narrow focus. 

Development of the PI Program at the UACOM 

The legitimacy of simulation was recognized early in the 

development of the curriculum of the UACOM. Pis were incorporated 

into the pediatric clerkship in 1974. Two non-physician mothers were 

taught to present consistently a history of a common pediatric medical 

problem. A standard history checklist was established for each PI, 

using realistic information, that was deemed appropriate, relevant, 

and essential for an interviewer to obtain. Student content scores 

are the proportion of that information elicited during an interview. 

(Stillman, Sabers, & Redfield, 1976). 

Stillman, Sabers, and Redfield (1976, 1977) also developed a 

scale to assess student interviewing technique, adapting earlier work 

by Adler and Enelow (1966), Barbee, Feldman, and Chosy (1967), Heifer 
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(1970), Hess (1969), and Jarrett, Waldron, Burra, and Handforth 1972). 

Analyzing interviews performed by clinical physicians, considered 

experts at interviewing, these investigators described 16 essential 

elements of a "good" medical interview. Each component was then 

described by anchor criterion behaviors, given a five-point rating scale 

(e.g.; 1 = poor to 5 = excellent), and assembled into the ACIR. The sum 

of these item ratings constituted an interview process score. 

Pis were trained to recognize interview maneuvers, until high 

interrater agreement was achieved; Stillman, Brown, Redfield, and 

Sabers (1977) obtained an interrater reliability coefficient of 0.87 

using a method described by Ebel (1951) . Vu, Steward, & Marcy, 1987) 

confirmed the requirement for interrater reliability, and concluded that 

the consistency and accuracy of patient simulations may be a function of 

the Pi's individual personality, suggesting that frequent verification 

of the quality of simulators' presentations and periodic retraining for 

the simulators is necessary. 

Two studies of the early stages of the PI program at the UACOM 

documented its success and the effectiveness of the instruments used 

to derive the content and process scores. Students instructed through 

simulation, and offered feedback based on the history checklist and 

the ACIR, adequately learned, and retained over at least one year, the 

skills of interview technique, at a significantly higher level than 

those not taught in this manner (Stillman, Sabers, & Redfield, 1976, 

1977) . 
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Growth of the UACOM PI Program 

The PI program has expanded since its inception. Currently, 

there are four topic areas: Normal Adult, Pediatric, Geriatric, and 

Psychiatric. Each has at least three Pis. The Adult and Geriatric Pis 

have an actual, chronic, stable medical condition and usually present 

their own history. In some cases, they present the history of a family 

member or close friend. Pediatric Pis present their own child's 

history, portraying a past condition as current. Psychiatric Pis 

simulate a condition, presenting either a history of their own previous 

episodic condition, or the condition of a close friend or family member 

with which they are thoroughly familiar. 

PI interview experiences are designed as immediate feedback 

instruction. While a PI is "performing" a "patient" script, a student 

conducts an interview, and continues until he or she feels all vital 

information has been obtained. When the student terminates the 

interview, the PI assumes the role of instructor and reviews the 

interview with the student. After completing feedback, the PI makes an 

evaluation. Based on the proportion of total defined history 

information elicited, a content score is assigned. The PI also 

specifies a student's interview process ability, now called a 

performance score, from the ACIR ratings of the criterion behaviors. 

The ACIR 

The ACIR used by the first pediatric Pis was adapted and expanded 

to include information relevant to each new topic area. The original 

form consisted of 16 items, covering six major criteria. Most of the 
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items have been periodically revised, reworded, and updated as the PI 

program has developed. One item was dropped, and two others were 

combined to form a single item. Three forms of the ACIR now exist. The 

Adult and Pediatric topic areas use identical forms, each with the basic 

14 items. Two items have been added to the Geriatric scale, and three 

to the Psychiatric scale. 

Use of the ACIR in evaluating medical students' skills allows 

assessments of whether the skills are present, and to what degree, 

enabling continued instruction if necessary. The PI uses the ACIR to 

rate the student's performance in carrying out an interview. Since 

the instructional context involves many instructors who do not 

necessarily see every student, the ACIR provides consistency in these 

evaluations by defining and describing specific criteria against which 

all students are evaluated. This performance score represents the 

Pi's assessment of how much of each interview skill the student 

demonstrated. In developing the scale, the authors specified six 

categories in which these criteria fall: 

1) Organization examines the way the interviewer progresses 
through the major content subsections of the history. 

2) Timeline assesses the interviewer's ability to gather 
information pertaining to the chief complaint and 
history of present illness in a logical and orderly 
manner, starting from initial signs and symptoms of 
the current illness and following their progression 
to the present. 

3) Transitional statements evaluate the interviewer's 
ability to progress smoothly from one subsection to 
another using appropriate transitional statements. 

4) Questioning skills include the types of questions 
the interviewer asks, such as open-ended or leading 
questions, the flow of the interview, the avoidance of 
unnecessary medical jargon, and repetitious questions. 

5) Documentation of data assesses whether the interviewer 
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seeks documentation and specificity of responses. 
6) Rapport examines factors which may lead to better 

rapport between an interviewer and a mother. These 
include: eye contact, avoidance of unnecessary 
interruptions, sensitivity and responsiveness to 
socioeconomic and social concerns of the mother, and 
the use of positive social reinforcement and feedback. 
(Stillman & Sabers, 1978, p. 494) 

In addition to the assessment framework these standards provide, 

the standards lend themselves to instruction. Understanding the 

framework of interviewing gives the student a greater capacity for 

information-gathering. Stillman, Rutala, and Sabers concluded "the 

content and process scores are not really independent... the amount of 

information obtained in an interview seems to be dependent on the 

interviewing skills of the interviewer," (1981, p. 1) indicating if the 

ACIR criteria are used as instructional objectives the students learn a 

fundamental methodology for extracting important information from a 

patient. 

Longitudinal study of the effectiveness of the UACOM PI program 

demonstrated that PI feedback regarding interview performance skills 

had a significant effect on subsequent student performance. Stillman, 

Burpeau-DiGregorio, Nicholson, Sabers, and Stillman (1983) found 

significant gain scores from the first interview to a second attempt, 

and correlations (.30 to .60) for content and performance scores between 

topic areas, concluding that students learned from PI interview 

experiences and generalized the learning of interview skills. 

UACOM PCM PI Program Requirements 

The clinical interview skills training is conducted during the 

second year of the curriculum at the UACOM. Students must properly 
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complete an interview in each of the four topic areas of the PCM 

course, at some point during the year. The order in which the topic 

areas may be approached or completed is not specified. Students are 

also free, within certain constraints regarding PI work schedules, to 

choose when during the year the interviews are attempted. 

Members of the faculty of the UAGOM presently require criterion 

performance for the interview portion of the PCM course. For a given 

interview, a student must obtain 75% of the information in the Pi's 

history checklist and a score of 80% for the ACIR. If either of these 

levels of performance are not reached the student must repeat the topic 

area, interviewing a different PI. As will be addressed in the next 

chapter, the criterion performance requirement for the interviews may 

influence estimates of reliability for the evaluation instruments (i.e.; 

the ACIR) used by the Pis. This impact on score interpretation must be 

weighed against the benefits of the requirement. Instructional 

remediation can be undertaken, if necessary, and successful completion 

of the program implies verified content and skill mastery. 

Other Applications for Simulation 

Physicians are not the only professionals who need skill in 

interviewing. The PI program is one application of a general model for 

assessment and instruction of interviewing skills. The concept of 

patient-instructors has been successfully adapted to the attorney-

client interview. Client-Instructors were incorporated into the 

University of Arizona School of Law curriculum in 1979 (Stillman, 

Silverman, Burpeau, & Sabers, 1982). The content checklist and the ACIR 
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were both altered to accommodate the requirements of the legal 

discipline. Fulginiti, Olney, Rutala, and Witzke (1987) suggested the 

model might also be appropriate in the general educational setting; 

Parent-Instructors could teach educators to adequately conduct 

interviews with students' parents. 

Examining alternate uses of simulation as a pedagogic model is 

beyond the scope of this thesis. The breadth of suitable applications 

of the model further demonstrates a requirement for satisfactory 

structure and operational definition, for instructional or evaluative 

settings. 
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CHAPTER III 

Background and Literature Review: Psychometric Theory 

and Reliability 

Psychometrics is predicated on the assumption that what is being 

measured is, in its truest form, unknown. Early in the 20th century, 

practitioners recognized that psychological measurements assessed 

human behavior characterized by constructs which are inferred from and 

defined by the instruments used for the measurement. The literature 

review which follows examines the theory of measuring human traits and 

abilities, the error inherent in such estimates, and theoretical and 

statistical methods for interpreting observations of human behavior. 

Estimation and Error in Measurement of Human Behavior 

Since human traits and capabilities are identified through the 

use of constructs, which are not usually directly observable, 

measurement of the traits or capabilities must be done indirectly, by 

quantifying observable behaviors. Lord and Novick (1968, p. 19-20) 

aptly identified this relationship between underlying constructs and 

behavior: 

Theoretical constructs are often related to the behavioral 
domain through observable variables by considering the 
latter as measures or indicants of the former. And conversely, 
theoretical constructs are often abstracted from given observable 
variables. We shall call an observable variable a measure of 
a theoretical construct if its expected value is presumed to 
increase monotonically with the construct....We shall call an 
observable variable an indicant of a theoretical construct if 
and only if its expected value is presumed to vary in a 
systematic way with the construct. 

The concepts "measure" and "indicant" suggest that psychological 

measurements are estimates of actual underlying behavior. A trait or 
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capability is not measured; rather some outward resulting display is 

assessed. Correlation, a quantification of direction and magnitude of 

relationship, between changes in the value of measurements and changes 

in outward display of behavior allows hypotheses about the construct 

being measured. 

Many physical science measurements are deterministic (e.g., 

direct linear relationships), but behavioral measurements are most 

often probabilistic. Observations are not absolute assessments of 

underlying behavior; they contain inherent inaccuracy. Psychological 

measurement theory holds that an individual's observed score consists 

of two components, a true score and an error component (Ghiselli, 

1964; Guilford, 1954, 1956; Gulliksen, 1950; Kerlinger, 1986; Lord, 

1959; Lord & Novick, 1968; Nunnally, 1967). Conceptualizations of error 

in an observed score are derived from two major models of testing 

theory. The domain sampling model declares items on a test are a small 

selection of all available items and that an individual's true score is 

the same for any sample of items. The parallel forms model holds two 

tests are parallel if an individual's true score is the same using 

either test for the measurement. Regardless which model is assumed, 

repeated measures of an individual would result in varied observed 

scores where each observed score would be the individual's true score 

plus an error for that measurement. Errors are assumed by either model 

to fluctuate randomly and the variance in observed scores equals the sum 

of true score variance and the error variance. A mean of observed 

scores would be an estimate of the individual's true score, and, as the 
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number of observed scores available increases, the confidence in the 

estimate as an accurate reflection of the true score also increases. 

According to test theory, each item on a test can be viewed as a 

measurement estimate of the true score, and the mean of multiple items 

would provide a more accurate estimate of an individual's true score 

than would any single item. Two significant sources of error variance 

are content sampling and content heterogeneity. Variance due to 

content sampling involves the differences of the qualities of 

measurement by different sets (samples) of items; though each set of 

items is used to assess the same construct, the resulting scores are 

apt to be different just because the items are different. Consistency 

among the items of a test also influences error in scores. If items 

estimate a true score for different constructs, then a mean of 

observed scores for those items has little interpretability with 

respect to any single construct. 

A significant concept of error variability is that since errors are 

random (i.e., sometimes the observed score is larger than the true score 

and sometimes the reverse is the case), the distribution of errors is 

likely to be slightly negatively skewed when the individual's true score 

is at the extreme upper limit of the possible score range and slightly 

positively skewed when the individual's true score is at the extreme 

lower limit of the possible score range (Lord & Novick, 1968, p. 233). 

Gulliksen indicates "the error of measurement is the error made in 

substituting the observed score for the true score" (1951, p. 43). The 

standard error of measurement (SEM), the standard deviation of the 
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distribution of errors, is a useful measure which describes fluctuations 

of individual scores explainable by error. 

Reliability of Observed Scores 

Estimates of reliability indicate the degree to which observed 

scores reflect theoretical true scores, or, how much observed scores 

deviate from true scores. Since the observed scores contain error, 

their correlation with the true scores is less than one. The square 

root of the reliability coefficient is the correlation between true 

scores and observed scores. The import of reliability conceptually is 

that it quantifies a subject's theoretical true score in terms of an 

observed score and error. A reliability coefficient is the average 

correlation of a test with all other tests in the domain (or all other 

randomly parallel tests). 

Split-half Reliability Coefficients and Coefficient Alpha 

Kuder and Richardson (1937) suggested that the reliability 

coefficient "is positive for any average inter-item correlation that 

is positive" (p. 159), and a test is only reliable to the extent that 

its items are positively intercorrelated. In describing limitations 

of the traditional reliability calculations (e.g., Spearman-Brown) 

they note split-half reliability coefficients are not unique. There 

are 

n! 
(where, n = number of items) 

2(n/2!)2 

possible splits, each determining a different coefficient with a wide 

range of possible values. They offered several versions of singular 
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reliability coefficients, striving for simplicity in calculations. 

Their most basic, and most commonly used formula is "Formula 20" for 

tests with dichotomous items: 

n [vT - 2 (pq)] 
T" s  VV 

(n - 1) VT 

which requires only n (number of items), the variance of the total 

test (V-p), and item difficulties (i.e., p — number of individual's 

with the correct response and q — number of individual's with the 

incorrect response). Use of this formula implies making the 

assumptions that "the matrix of inter-item correlations has a rank of 

one and all intercorrelations are equal." (Kuder & Richardson, 1937, 

p. 156). Given the stringency of these assumptions, it is unlikely 

that KR-20 can be used without violation. Blindly accepting these 

assumptions can result in accepting imprecise coefficients (Kelley, 

1942). To overcome these shortcomings, Kelley suggested weighting 

items by their covariances, yielding a "coefficient of coherence" (p. 

82), would be an exact assessment of item congruence. However, 

because of the extensive calculation requirements of his method, he 

recommended using item-to-total test correlations in reliability 

determination. 

Cronbach (1943) summarized arguments regarding procedures for 

calculating several reliability coefficients. He promoted the use of a 

parallel-split technique, deliberately formulated comparability between 

halves of a test. Because he noted suppositions of equivalency between 
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halves of a test by both the Spearman-Brown and Kuder-Richardson 

strategies, Cronbach claimed that this technique provides the most 

suitable coefficient for assessing test internal consistency. 

Subsequently, he specified four definitions of reliability (1947). 

Stability, the degree to which an individual's score is constant for 

repeated independent measurements with the same instrument is determined 

by the test-retest method. Stability and equivalence, the degree to 

which an individual's score is constant for repeated independent 

measurements with equivalent instruments is derived by way of alternate 

forms of a test (i.e., parallel tests). Equivalence, the degree to 

which an individual's score is constant for simultaneous measurements 

with equivalent instruments, is estimated through the use of the split-

half techniques. Hypothetical self-correlation is an unknowable 

conceptual value for the degree to which an individual's score is 

constant for simultaneous independent identical-instrument measurements. 

Coefficient alpha was proffered as the general case of a 

coefficient of equivalence (Cronbach, 1951). As the mean of the 

distribution of all possible split-half reliability coefficients, it 

is has the highest probability of reflecting the lower bound of the true 

value of the test reliability. It is an estimate of whether a set of 

items measures one trait. The formula for coefficient alpha is: 

k [VT - J (Vx)] 
rxx = (where, k = number of items) 

(k - 1) VT 

As the general form of the Kuder-Richardson formula, Cronbach's alpha 

formula uses total test variance (Vrp) and the sum of item variances 
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(Vj) in the place of KR-20 item difficulty indices, allowing 

determination of reliability with items scored dichotomous as 

right/wrong or with items scaled with varied levels of "correctness." 

Subject Influences on Reliability 

Substantive changes in the characteristics of the subjects from 

which a reliability coefficient is calculated will alter the value of 

the coefficient. Estimates of reliability can be sample specific, 

fluctuating due to differences in variability of the samples or the 

populations used for the calculation. Because reliability may vary 

with the range of talent of subjects under scrutiny, Wesman admonishes 

"no reliability coefficient can be properly interpreted without 

information as to the spread of ability in the group on which it is 

based" (1952, p. 4). Guilford stipulated "reliability is of a certain 

instrument applied to a certain population under certain conditions" 

(1956, p. 436). This dependence of reliability estimates on subject 

variance often makes the standard error of measurement, which 

incorporates a group variance measure, a more useful and more 

interpretable statistic than the reliability coefficient. It is useful 

to remember that it is not a test which possesses reliability, but a set 

of scores developed using that test which has reliability. 

Reliability of Ratings 

The reliability of subjective ratings is similar to test 

reliability. Ratings which measure the same thing are homogeneous, 

and a rating scale with homogeneous items may be internally 

consistent. Raters must be consistent in their judgements to be 
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reliable. Establishing rater reliability is achieved by correlating two 

sets of one observer's judgements, or through intercorrelation of 

judgements by raters deemed equivalent (Guilford, 1956). Ebel (1951) 

described a method for determining inter-rater reliability, examining 

the importance of between-raters variability in calculating reliability 

of ratings. Rater ability and training, halo effects, central tendency 

(raters avoiding extreme ratings), rater severity, rater leniency, 

ambiguity of behavior rated, rater fatigue during repeated ratings, and 

rater/subject identification are common effects which must be confronted 

(Erviti, Fabray & Bunce, 1979; Guilford, 1954; Kerlinger, 1986). Each 

of the possible sources of error variance due to raters must be 

accounted for, separately from any error variance in ratings due to 

instrument characteristics. Using a scale of behaviors to be rated 

defines expectations but the reliability of the scale cannot be divorced 

from the reliability of subjective judgements by raters using it. This 

is significant because errors due to human behavior (i.e., rater 

behavior) are potentially systematic, affecting scale validity without 

necessarily affecting reliability. 

Reliability and Validity 

A reliability coefficient may be directly interpreted as the 

amount of variance common to observed scores and true scores. The 

square of a correlation coefficient is the amount of common variance 

shared by the scores. If a test is designed with homogeneous items 

and is intended to assess a single behavioral construct, the larger 

the magnitude of the reliability coefficient, the higher the 
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proportion of observed variance which is true variance. Thus, 

establishing that an evaluation instrument will yield a reliable 

estimate of a score is of consequence because without reliability an 

instrument cannot validly represent a construct. That is, if it 

does not accurately and dependably measure a display of behavior then 

it cannot adequately measure the implied construct. Reliability is a 

necessary (though not sufficient) condition of validity, limiting the 

maximum obtainable value of validity. 

Reliability and Mastery/Criterion Performance 

Mastery testing (criterion referencing) has an impact on the 

interpretation of reliability due to the restriction of range imposed 

by a standard of performance. Correlations between measures will be 

lower for a group whose scores are restricted in range (Kaufman, 

1972) . Traditional reliability estimates are designed to function 

best with discriminatory tests; high score variability is desirable 

for high reliability so that individual scores are comparable to group 

norms. "Under mastery theory a test score in a sense may be 

considered absolute.... One only judges whether a sufficient number of 

items have been passed to give evidence of mastery" (Mayo, 1970, p. 

3 ) .  

By calculating a reliability coefficient which incorporated the 

deviations from the criterion score, Livingston showed criterion-

referenced measurement is the general case, and norm-referencing an 

instrument is a specific measurement case because the subject's 

deviation from a criterion score is of interest, rather than the 
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deviation from the group mean. He remarked a criterion standard 

"implies that all items on the test must measure the same thing --

otherwise it makes no sense to specify a single criterion score" 

(1972, p. 13). Haladyna and Roid noted "criterion-referenced tests 

permit domain-based interpretations of test scores that reflect the 

extent to which students have learned all tasks that were defined as 

relevant" (1983, p. 35). After reviewing methods for determining 

reliability of tests with criterion performance levels, Suboviak (1976, 

1978) argued available methods provided adequate information and use of 

any particular method depended on the specific application. 

The significant element of criterion testing as it relates to 

reliability is the issue of mastery versus non-mastery. Brennan 

(1980) advocates use of the less stringent generalizability theory 

assumptions (e.g., randomly parallel tests instead of classically 

parallel) and endorses the term "dependability" of scores rather than 

"reliability" of scores. Relaxing classic theoretical assumptions and 

applying a general linear model approach yields a less conservative 

estimate of reliability than stricter methods but allows 

identification of variance components contributing to error in scores. 

Stability of the standard error of measurement regardless of criterion 

requirements means that for criterion-referenced tests the SEM can be 

used to construct confidence intervals. Individual scores must be 

examined with additional information if the confidence interval 

includes the criterion level of performance (Harris, 1972; Shavelson, 

Block & Ravitch, 1972). If sources of variance are known and 
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dependability of scores is high, specific decisions regarding subjects 

whose scores are near the criterion will be better. 

High reliability is desirable for criterion referenced measures. 

First, the error of measurement is reduced, making decisions about 

mastery performance more accurate and decreasing the probability of 

passing an unqualified subject. Secondly, criterion-referencing 

suggests by definition a test is assessing a single trait. High 

internal consistency reliability confirms accurate measurement of that 

trait and increases the possible validity of the measurement instrument. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Methods 

Subjects. Two intact classes of second year medical students 

(graduating classes of 1986 and 1987) were combined into a study sample 

of 172 subjects-. These subjects included 65 females (38%) and 107 males 

(62%). Only first interviews were used in this study. Use of data for 

second or third interview attempts was precluded because of the 

possibility that a student, after an initial exposure, could comprehend 

the nature of the task and merely replicate the required behavior in 

subsequent interviews. The sample was divided into four sub-groups, 

each consisting of those students attempting a specific topic area for 

the first time. 

Scores were available for all but one student interview. A PI did 

not assign a score for one student's first-attempt. That subject was 

excluded from the analyses. The final sample used for the statistical 

analysis had 171 subjects in four separate sub-samples. The group 

attempting the Adult topic area first consisted of 62 students; 

Geriatric, 39 students; Pediatrics, 25 students; and, Psychiatric, 45 

students. 

Data Procedures. Data were routinely collected, as a part of the 

PCM interview training. The student data folders for the two classes 

were examined and all relevant ACIR item scores were entered into a 

microcomputer, compiled, and sorted, using data manipulation 

capabilities of the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet software (Lotus Development 

Corporation, 1986). Those data were then analyzed using the SPSS/PC+ 
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Statistical Software reliability program (Norusis, 1988). 

Cronbach's coefficient alpha was employed as an index of instrument 

reliability (internal consistency) for the ACIR Scale. Coefficients 

were calculated separately by topic area. Separate coefficients were 

most appropriate for this study, because the ACIR Scale was applied to 

substantially different content and by different Pis in each topic area. 

There were also differences in number of items used on ACIR Scale for 

each topic. The ACIR scale for each topic area was a considered as a 

distinct measurement instrument. 
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CHAPTER V 

Results 

Figure 1 provides example items of the ACIR. Table 1 summarizes 

characteristics of the ACIR in use when data for this study were 

collected. Fourteen items were common to the ACIR for all of the topic 

areas. The Pis in the Adult and Pediatric topic areas used that basic 

ACIR (noted as ACIR-A and ACIR-P). The ACIR used by Pis in the 

Geriatric topic area (ACIR-G) had two additional items in the Rapport 

section, one which covered premature conclusions or statements by the 

student, and one covering specificity of the student's, discussion 

regarding future plans for the patient. Pis in the Psychiatric topic 

area used a form of the ACIR (ACIR-Ps) which had the basic 14 items but 

added three items which addressed the student's skills in administering 

the Mental Status Exam, which was expected as part of the Psychiatric 

interview. 

Table 2 presents the basic statistics found for the current 

sample for the four PCM topic areas. In Table 3, the basic statistics 

are given recalculated to reflect values obtained from the common 

items examined as a distinct scale. Reliability coefficients and 

standard errors of measurement associated with the forms of the ACIR 

are presented in Table 4. Pis can assign a raw score rating of 1 to 5 

points for each item on the ACIR but the faculty of the UACOM PCM 

program derive student scores as percentages of total points; the 

means, standard deviations, and score ranges are provided all Tables in 

percentage points. 
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Table 5 through Table 8 provide item statistics. In all tables, 

the item-total correlation refers to item-rest correlation. One item 

(11) is notable in the Pediatric topic area because it had no variance 

for this sample. All students received the top rating of 5 for this 

item. Since it did not contribute to estimation of reliability for the 

ACIR-G it was not considered in the analysis. 



Figure 1 

Example Items: Arizona Clinical Interview Rating fACIR') Scale 

Organization (Item #1) 

5 The interviewer elicits detailed documentation of the 
patient's current problem (onset, duration, location, 
quality, intensity, setting, significant negatives, 
aggravating and alleviating-factors) and all additional 
data relevant to the problem under discussion (past 
medical history, family and social history). 

The interviewer elicits detailed documentation of the 
patient's current problem but fails to obtain all 
additional data relevant to the problem under discussion. 

The interviewer fails to elicit detailed documentation of 
the patient's current problem. 

Rapport (Item #10) 

5 The interviewer maintains good eye contact with the 
patient during the interview. 

3 The interviewer maintains some eye contact; however, the 
frequency could be increased. 

1 The interviewer makes no attempt to maintain eye contact 
with the patient. 

Note. Adapted from Stillman, Sabers, and Redfield (1976) 



Table 1 

Common and Unique Items for the ACIR Scale For Adult. Geriatric. 

Pediatric. and Psychiatric Topic Areas 

Topic Area 

Criteria ACIR-A ACIR-G ACIR-P ACIR-Ps 

Organization 

Timeline 

Transitional Statements 

Questioning Skills 
question type 
continuity 
repetition 
summarization 
use of medical jargon 

Documentation of Data 

Rapport 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Mental Status Exam 
explanation of examination 
rate of examination 
facilitation of examination 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

eye contact 10 10 10 10 
interruptions 11 11 11 11 
student prematurity 12* 
sensitivity 12 13 12 12 
positive social feedback 13 14 13 13 
summary encouragement 14 15 14 14 
future plans 16* 

15* 
16* 
17* 



Table 2 

Basic Statistics for Each Arizona Clinical Interview Rating 

Scale: Current Form 

MEAN SD RANGE NO. NO. 
Topic Area (%) (%) (%) ITEMS STUDENTS 

Adult 86. ,2 9. ,3 48, .6 - 97. ,1 14 62 

Geriatric 89, .1 4. ,8 00
 
o
 

.0 - 97. ,5 16 39 

Pediatric 87, .4 7, .3 

C
M
 

.9 - 100. ,0 14 25 

Psychiatric 85, .3 5. .6 75. .3 - 96, ,5 17 45 

Table 3 

Basic Statistics for Each Arizona Clinical Interview Rating 

Scale: Common Items 

MEAN SD RANGE NO. NO. 
Topic Area (%) (%) (%) ITEMS STUDENTS 

Adult 86 .2 9. ,3 48, .6 - 97, ,1 14 62 

Geriatric 90. .8 4, ,9 00
 

(-
» 

,4 - 100, ,0 14 39 

Pediatric 

00 

,4 7. ,3 72, .9 - 100, ,0 14 25 

Psychiatric 00
 

CO
 

.3 5, ,1 72, ,8 - 95. ,7 14 45 



Table 4 

Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha Reliability and Standard Error of 

Measurement By ACIR Scale: Current Form and Common Items 

COEFFICIENT 
ALPHA 

STANDARD ERROR 
OF MEASUREMENT (%) 

Scale 
Current 
Form 

Common 
Items 

Current 
Form 

Common 
Items 

ACIR - A 

ACIR - G 

ACIR - P 

ACIR - Ps 

.78 

. 6 2  

.73 

.54 

.78 

. 6 6  

.73 

.49 

4.36 

2.96 

3.79 

3.80 

4.36 

2 . 8 6  

3.79 

3.64 



Table 5 

Item Statistics For the ACIR-A Scale 

Current Form and 
Common Items 

Item 
Item-total 
Correlation 

Item Mean 

1 62a 3.86 
2 54 4.13 
3 17 4.15 
4 41 4.02 
5 30 4.52 
6 63 4.45 
7 57 3.90 
8 12 4.92 
9 42 3.69 
10 49 4.71 
11 -05 4.83 
12 41 4.15 
13 33 4.39 
14 43 4.61 

Note. Common items are those in the ACIR Scale of every topic 
area, extracted and examined as a separate scale. 

a Decimals deleted. 



Table 6 

Item Statistics For the ACIR-G Scale 

Current Form Common Items 

Item-total Item Item-total Item 
Correlation Mean Correlation Mean 

1 81a 4.18 70 4.18 
2 62 4.28 55 4.28 
3 49 4.05 60 4.05 
4 29 4.72 18 4.72 
5 04 4.85 01 4.85 
6 -07 4.56 -03 4.56 
7 24 4.08 36 4.08 
8 03 4.92 08 4.92 
9 26 4.08 36 4.08 
10 -07 4.97 -16 4.97 
11 -12 4.97 -12 4.97 
12 -13 4.49 
13 32 4.62 32 4.62 
14 25 4.44 27 4.44 
15 22 4.85 16 4.85 
16 34 3.23 

Note. Common items are those in the ACIR Scale of every topic 
area, extracted and examined as a separate scale. 

a Decimals deleted. 



Table 7 

Item Statistics For the ACIR-P Scale 

Current Form and 
Common Items 

Item-total Item 
Item Correlation Mean 

1 44a 3.56 
2 44 4.16 
3 30 4.08 
4 52 4.00 
5 27 4.64 
6 57 4.88 
7 29 3.76 
8 26 4.96 
9 39 4.28 
10 38 4.80 
12b 33 4.16 
13 37 4.40 
14 26 4.48 

Note. Common items are those in the ACIR Scale of every topic 
area, extracted and examined as a separate scale. 

a Decimals deleted. ^ Item 11 has no variance in this sample and is 
excluded from reliability analysis (Item 11 Mean - 5.0). 



Table 8 

Item Statistics For the ACIR-Ps Scale 

Current Form Common Items 

Item-total Item Item-total Item 
Correlation Mean Correlation Mean 

1 16a 3.34 24 3.34 
2 46 3.70 46 3.70 
3 44 3.24 37 3.24 
4 25 3.76 26 3.76 
5 -01 4.85 04 4.85 
6 02 4.63 -10 4.63 
7 44 3.65 42 3.65 
8 08 4.98 05 4.98 
9 32 3.54 34 3.54 
10 -06 4.84 -07 4.84 
11 -12 4.83 -09 4.83 
12 21 4.13 19 4.13 
13 -05 4.26 01 4.26 
14 08 4.61 05 4.61 
15 30 4.48 
16 07 4.89 
17 24 4.80 

Note. Common, items are those in the ACIR Scale of every topic 
area, extracted and examined as a separate scale. 

a Decimals deleted. 
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ACIR-A Scale 

Sixty-two students attempted the Adult topic area as a primary 

interview experience. Inter-item correlations ranged from moderate 

negative (-.35) to high positive (.68), with a mean correlation of .19. 

ACIR-A Item-Total Statistics (Cronbach's alpha = .78) 

The Adult scale contained three items (items 3, 8, and 11) which 

appeared to be unrelated to others in the scale. For each of those 

items, the scale was more consistent without the item than when it was 

included. These items had low item-total correlations (item 3, .17; 

item 8, .12; and, item 11, -.05), and deleting the items from the scale 

resulted in increased values for coefficient alpha (item 3, .79; item 8, 

.78; and, item 11, .79). Four items had high item-total correlations 

(item 1, .62; item 2, .54; item 6, .63; and, item 7, .57). Deleting 

these items from the scale resulted in decreased alpha coefficients 

(item 1, .74; item 2, .75; item 6, .74; and, item 7, .75). 

ACIR-G Scale 

Scores of the 39 students who attempted the Geriatric topic area 

first were used in this analysis. Inter-item correlations ranged from 

high negative (-.49) to high positive (.78), with a mean correlation of 

.07. 

ACIR-G Item-Total Statistics (Cronbach's alpha = .62) 

Three items had high item-total correlations (item 1, .81; item 2, 

.62; and, item 3, .49). If these items were dropped from the scale a 

decrease in coefficient alpha resulted (item 1, .48; item 2, .54; and, 
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item 3, .55). Items 1, 2 and 3 appeared to be the major contributors to 

the reliability of this scale. Six items had low item-total 

correlations (item 5, .04; item 6, -.07; item 8, .03; item 10, -.07; 

item 11, -.12; and, item 12, -.13). Deletion of these items resulted in 

increased values of coefficient alpha (item 5, .63; item 6, .65; item 8, 

.63; item 10, .63; item 11, .63; and, item 12, .68). For the current 

sample, the most noteworthy increases in scale reliability occurred when 

item 6 or 12 is deleted. 

ACIR-P Scale 

Twenty-five students selected the Pediatric interview as a first 

experience. Inter-item correlations ranged from moderate negative 

(-.29) to high positive (.76), with a mean correlation of .19. 

ACIR-P Item-Total Statistics (Cronbach's alpha = .73) 

Item characteristics of the Pediatric topic area scale were 

relatively steady. The reliability of the entire scale was relatively 

stable regardless of inclusion or exclusion of any of the items. No 

extreme item-total correlations occurred, with values ranging from .26 

for item 14 to .57 for item 6. Changes in the scale reliability 

coefficient were not substantial if any of these items were deleted from 

the scale; the coefficients ranged from .68 for item 4 to .72 for item 

8 .  

ACIR-Ps Scale 

Scores of 45 students were used in analysis of the scale for this 

topic area. Inter-item correlations ranged from moderate negative 

(-.31) to high positive (.69), with a mean correlation of .05. 
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ACIR-Ps Item-Total Statistics (Cronbach's alpha = .54) 

The scale for the Psychiatric topic area possessed the least 

internal consistency. Item-total correlations fluctuated over a wide 

range of values and coefficient alpha remained in the moderate range. 

Eleven items (1, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17) had low item-total 

correlations. None of the items had high item-total correlations. The 

largest correlation coefficient was .46 for item 2. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Discussion 

Medical students must learn interviewing; this process is 

facilitated by providing live "real" patients (Pis) on whom the students 

practice. The ACIR is used to assess the students' capabilities in 

interviewing as a portion of the UACOM PCM curriculum during the second 

year. Outlines of what constitute a medical interview are given to the 

students, they are shown an ACIR, and the students are then taught the 

expected criteria for a "good" medical interview. Students must 

satisfactorily complete an interview in each of four topic areas: Adult, 

Pediatric, Geriatric, and Psychiatric. Mastery performance is required 

for every interview; 80% of the performance requirements and 75% of the 

content requirements must be met to pass the interview segment of PCM. 

The PCM faculty wish to provide thorough instruction and dependable, 

accurate assessment of one of the fundamental skills students will 

require in clinical clerkships, internships, residencies, and eventually 

as practicing physicians. 

Reliability of the ACIR Scale 

Despite the apparent low reliability of two of the forms of the 

ACIR, the scale is performing adequately for the function for which it 

is designed to be used in the UACOM curriculum. ACIR utility is not 

diminished simply because it obtains moderate reliability. Since the 

UACOM PCM program requires criterion level performance, suggesting a 

goal of student mastery, identification and characterization of 

inadequacies of student performance is foremost, enabling intervention 
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or remediation when mastery of the skill has not been demonstrated by a 

student. The standard error of measurement is useful in determining 

confidence intervals showing whether a student has met the criteria. A 

true score will fall within one SEM of an observed score (confidence 

interval) 68% the time and within two SEM 95% of the time. This implies 

that for two out of three observations a student's true score will be 

above the criterion if an observed score falls above 84.4% for the ACIR-

A, 83.0% for the ACIR-G, 83.8% for the ACIR-P, and 83.8% for the ACIR-

Ps. PCM faculty members need to be concerned with those students whose 

scores are approximately 84% or lower. A student score above 88%, with 

a confidence interval of 95%, indicates that the student has mastered 

the requirements. 

The ACIR used in Adult and Pediatric are the most reliable forms of 

the scale (ACIR-A — .78; ACIR-P — .73). The forms of the ACIR currently 

in use in the other two topic areas (Geriatric and Psychiatric) obtain 

lower reliabilities (ACIR-G = .62; ACIR-Ps - .54). These results seem 

to indicate that the intent of the program must be examined with respect 

to these results. Evaluation using these instruments requires careful 

interpretation, because the addition of items to the ACIR to form the 

ACIR-G and the ACIR-Ps altered the psychometric quality of the basic 

ACIR. Examining the scale consisting of common items shows that the 

reliability is higher for the ACIR-G scale and lower for the ACIR-Ps. 

Potentially, this demonstrates that the new items were different from 

the items on the existing scale in the ACIR-G, but adding new items 

had a tendency to increase the item homogeneity for the ACIR-Ps scale. 
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This could promote the two conclusions: (a) the new items now 

included in the ACIR-G do not assess interview skill; and, (b) it 

seems likely the Psychiatric ACIR is tapping more than a single 

interview performance trait; inclusion of the Mental Status Exam in 

this interview experience has potentially permitted this scale to 

become as much an assessment of technique in administering the Mental 

Status Exam as it is an assessment of psychiatric interview ability. 

The error variance associated with the ACIR, the difference between 

1 and the reliability coefficient, provides a perspective on the amount 

of variance which is not due to assessment of the presumed construct 

interviewing skill, 22% of the variance in ACIR-A, 38% for the ACIR-G, 

27% for the ACIR-P, and, 46% for the ACIR-Ps. These estimates indicate 

the ACIR may be assessing more than just one construct; this is 

especially true with regard to the ACIR-Ps. The new items included in 

the ACIR-Ps have made the scale more reliable, but all three new items 

relate specifically to the Mental Status Exam which means the ACIR-Ps is 

now measuring potentially a different construct or more than one 

construct. New items in the ACIR-G decreased the reliability and the 

scale is probably not assessing a single trait, or, if it is, it is not 

doing so as well. Calculating validity estimates from the reliability 

coefficients confirms the suspicions; the common variance between 

observed scores and true scores, the square root of a reliability 

coefficient, identifies the maximum validity the ACIR can obtain: .88 

for the ACIR-A, .78 for the ACIR-G, .85 for the ACIR-P, and, .73 for 

the ACIR-Ps. Twenty-two percent of variance in the ratings using 
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the ACIR-G and 27% of variance in the ratings using the ACIR-Ps is not 

in common with variation of true scores for the criterion measured 

(i.e., "interviewing skill"). 

Scoring of ACIR items, as dictated by the UACOM PCM PI training 

manual, incorporates PI interpretation and specific objectives. All 

instrument reliability estimates must be interpreted in light of the 

effects of users. Estimates of the reliability of ratings have inherent 

error (i.e., decreased reliability) due to rater effects. The rating 

categories of the ACIR may not be well enough defined to suggest what 

should be evaluated, allowing a PI to over- or under-estimate the 

behavior a student displays. Rating criteria for ACIR items also could 

be too limited to account for demonstrated behavior. It is also 

possible that moderate reliability is a function of decreased internal 

consistency due to the multiple factors which define use of the ACIR. 

It might be expected that scores developed using the ACIR would be less 

reliable because a specific single construct is not necessarily being 

assessed. Low reliability may also be the result of an inappropriate 

sample of student behavior; if the full range of student behavior is not 

observed, then scale reliability estimates may be erroneous. Items 1 

and 2 are entirely objective assessments of total percentage of content 

elicited from the history checklist; other items require a combination 

of qualitative judgements and counts of specific criteria (e.g., did the 

student summarize information at the end of a line of questioning well 

and how many summarizations did the student perform). For the ACIR-A, 

ACIR-G, and ACIR-P items 1 and 2 are among the items most highly 
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correlated with total scores; the rever.se is the case with the ACIR-Ps. 

These correlations suggest that PI scoring interpretation may be as 

strongly influenced by amount of content as by actual behavior 

demonstrated. 

Influences on ACIR Scale Reliability 

A pronounced influence on ACIR reliability is the criterion 

requirement, which decreases the variability of observed scores for the 

scale items, thereby limiting reliability. However, this defect may be 

overcome through use of the SEM for interpretation. Among other threats 

to reliability, PI inconsistency, score recording errors, or variation 

in student characteristics or student behavior could all influence the 

ACIR's psychometric properties. 

Medical students as a population are approximately the same now as 

when the validation study was performed in 1977. Demographic figures 

represent the population of medical students as stable over time, except 

for individual fluctuations and broader undergraduate educational 

experiences. Fluctuations in overall characteristics of the 

populations have been small and effects on reliability due to changes in 

variability of subjects are probably negligible. In only two 

characteristics have there been any noticeable trends; (a) a gradual 

decrease in undergraduate grade point average is apparent from the 

entering class of 1976 to the entering class of 1983 and 1984, and, (b) 

a general trend toward increasing numbers of female students between 

1976 and 1983-84. The only other trend which is apparent is the 

gradual increase in the range of age of the classes; although the 
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average age has not changed appreciably, the number of older students 

has increased. 

While one source of variation, PI training, has not been addressed, 

the scope of this thesis does not allow measuring PI inter-rater 

reliability. The PCM program has stringent guidelines for expected PI 

behavior. Pis are trained directly by faculty and established Pis. It 

is expected that the instruction and employment requirements maintain PI 

judgement integrity. If inter-PI judgement is low, there could be 

substantial impact on scoring behavior for the ACIR, potentially 

creating a situation in which the scale is assessing what the PI 

interprets is appropriate rather than what the scale is defined to 

assess. 

The ACIR items each have a 5-point rating; during training Pis are 

informed of criteria identified for what constitutes behavior or 

performance to earn each rating. Example items from the ACIR are 

provided in Figure 1; it is important to note that the examples are 

adapted from a published shell, which is used by the Pis as a structure 

for scoring, and actual ACIR items are more thoroughly defined only in a 

PI manual, not appearing on the scale used during the student 

interviews. The second sample Item (10) provides an example of 

requiring a different type of judgement at different levels of the rated 

criteria. A rating of "5" for this item indicates the student has 

maintained "good" eye contact with the PI, a qualitative judgement, 

which requires the PI to translate whether personal comfort with the 

student's eye contact means the student is engaging in a proper degree 
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of the behavior to make a patient comfortable; but a rating of "3" 

means the student made too little or excessive eye contact (Burpeau-

DiGregorio, Dean, & Stillman, 1982), a quantitative judgement. This may 

seem overly critical, simplistic, or outside the scope of what a PI 

could be trained to recognize. However, operationally defined, specific 

criteria at each level of the rating scale removes vagueness and 

unnecessary PI interpretation. 

Improving the ACIR Scale Reliability 

Perfect measurement of constructs is not possible, "good" 

measurement must be settled for. Several aspects of the use of the ACIR 

could be verified or changed to enhance its statistical properties. 

Better training of the Pis could remove potential error. Pis should be 

aware of proper interpretations of ACIR criteria. Training designed to 

enhance observational skills would make Pis capable of discerning 

specific behavioral patterns implied by the scale rating criteria. 

Continuing required training would be likely to increase interrater 

agreement and intrarater consistency. 

Modifying the use of ACIR could be accomplished in two ways. 

First, decrease PI inference and interpretation through operationally 

defined criteria so the content of items in the ACIR could be more 

objective and precise. Minor changes in the words used in the ACIR 

would reduce some of the vagueness. PI ratings on a single item may 

incorporate different types of judgement at different levels of 

performance for one criteria. Second, since current scoring appears to 

be based on both content and style, assigning two percentage scores to 
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reflect measurement of each of these constructs might increase the 

reliability. Assigning two scores, one for content-contingent items and 

one for subjective PI judgement items, would establish the AGIR as an 

integration of two assessment scales, thereby identifying distinct 

constructs it measures. 

It is also possible that establishing schedules for students to 

approach the interviews, in a particular order, and at specific times 

during the year may improve the reliability of scores. Currently, 

students are not constrained to progress through the four topic areas 

in any particular order. There are also no constraints on the specific 

time during the second-year that they may attempt a topic area. One 

implication of this suggestion is that students would be required to 

pass each topic area in succession, which possibly would affect 

reliability of the scores obtained in the later interviews moreso than 

the earlier interviews. For example, ongoing research in the UACOM 

indicates that students might benefit from delaying the Psychiatric 

topic interview until the second semester of the PCM interview 

training, since instruction in Psychopathology is received at that 

point in the curriculum. Based on the interpretation of the ACIR 

reliability as the internal consistency of the items on the scale, 

the Adult topic area seems to most adequately assess the construct 

interview skill. Since the Adult topic area obtains the most accurate 

assessment of a student's observed score on the construct, it seems 

appropriate to require students to pass an interview with an Adult PI 

first. 
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Interpreting the reliability of the ACIR is complex and must 

account for measurement error as well as other sources of error. 

Changes in the strategy of the PI program and the measurement 

instruments used by Pis hinge on the goals of the program. If 

instruction is the primary goal of the PI interview experiences then 

changes are unnecessary, and the reliability of student scores for 

the ACIR can be interpreted with reference to the criterion performance 

requirement. If evaluation is a primary goal, then efforts should be 

undertaken to improve the ACIR as an assessment tool. In addition, it 

is probably necessary to conduct studies of interrater reliability on 

a periodic basis to ensure that PI training and calibration are 

achieving their desired goals. 
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